GEOMANCY TRAINING
Workshop offerings, 2019
Learn to work with subtle realms and earth energies to
heal and create environments that assist you and others
live in harmony and health

Would you like to:

You will:

Practice earth healing at home or professionally?
Study with master geomancers from the UK?
Understand the principles of geomancy from
classical and contemporary perspectives?
Develop real and useful skills?
Have practical experiences reading and healing
the environment?

Take the plunge and join us
for one of our hands-on
workshops. Change the way
you experience the world.

0401 597 467

info@geomancyaustralia.com

Gain strong foundations in dowsing, geomancy
and shamanism
Learn practical techniques and skills to address
issues in the built and natural environments
Heal trouble spots that may have serious
health and social implications
Learn to communicate with energies of the subtle
realms, including elementals and nature spirits
Deepen your connection with the spirits of place
and your understanding of earth energies
Be able to create a more harmonious and
bountiful life for yourself and others
Learn to practice as a geomancer
Become part of a tribe that works collectively
towards earth healing

www.geomancyaustralia.com

Introduction to
Geomancy

All About Earth

Richard Creightmore, Jewels Rocka

31 January – 3 February 2019
9.30 am – 5 pm (4 days)
CERES, Brunswick East, Victoria

26 January 2019
10 am – 5 pm (1 day)
Borsa Hall, Hepburn, Victoria
Join us for this 1-day workshop and explore different
aspects of the ancient art of Geomancy.
An introduction to communicating with and
understanding the subtle realms in Geomantic
Practice.
Learn to dowse earth energies, ley lines and
geopathic stress, and about working with tree and
nature spirits. You will gain an understanding of
transformational techniques, such as Earth
Acupuncture, Earth Magic and House Protection.

Water Divining
Richard Creightmore
27 January 2019
10 am – 5 pm (1 day)
Borsa Hall, Hepburn, Victoria
A day of practical exercises to learn how to dowse
for underground water. You will discover how to
identify primary and secondary underground
streams, and blind springs, as well as judging
water quality, depth and flow rates.
The art of dowsing will be introduced and taught on
the day, and there will be ample opportunity to
practice the skills you learn.

0401 597 467

info@geomancyaustralia.com

Richard Creightmore, Jewels Rocka

Theory and practice of dowsing earth’s subtle
energies. We will explore the nature and scope of
dowsable earth energy lines; communication with
etheric and astral earth beings; the nature, causes,
types, signs, and medical and social symptoms of
geopathic stress; and a range of techniques to
neutralise disturbed earth energies. Discover your
personal strengths using a variety of systems.
Theory and design of sacred space.
Topics include:
The Geomantic Mantle: historical and
contemporary perspectives; psychic protection;
shielding; permissions and boundaries
Learn to Dowse: styles, protocols; equipment
and maintenance; chart and map dowsing
Earth Energies: source, categorisation and
nature; power centres and sacred sites;
identifying portals; ley lines; underground
streams; blind springs; earth grids
Geopathic Stress: Chinese and Western
perspectives; underground water, mineral
deposits, geological faults, radon gas; neutralising
techniques; earth acupuncture points
Remedial Techniques: crystals, talismans and
other remedies; permanent needles and cairns,
their placement and tuning
Introduction to Elementals and Nature Spirits:
working with devas; elementals and nature spirits
pathologies; tree spirits and wands
Introduction to Design of Sacred Space
Site Visits

www.geomancyaustralia.com

Elementals and
Nature Spirits

Geopsychic
Phenomena:

Jewels Rocka

Ghosts, Spirits and Entities

15–16 May 2019
9.30 am – 5 pm (2 days)
Abbotsford Convent, Victoria

Jewels Rocka

A journey into the world of Elementals, Nature Spirits
and Tree Spirits, and the immense pleasure and
benefits communicating with these realms can bring
to your life. You will gain an understanding of the
different kingdoms and how to develop relationships
in these worlds. You will acquire allies to work with
and the skills to deal with pathologies that afflict spirits
at different times and locations.
Topics include:
Nature Spirits and Elementals: different types and
places they dwell; communicating and honouring;
working in co-operation
Trees Spirits: their story; communicating; the gift of
a wand
Spirit Guardians: locating spirit houses; working
with guardians
Malign Spirits and Pathologies: identifying and
healing pathologies; wounded, isolated and trapped
spirits
Protection: amulets, talismans and charms
Offerings and Libations
Plant Allies and Incenses

0401 597 467
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18–19 May 2019
9.30 am – 5 pm (2 days)
Abbotsford Convent, Victoria
An introduction to the release of Geopyschic Stress,
with a particular focus on the nature, causes and
signs of imprints, earthbound ghosts and entities.
Working with shamanic and magical arts, we will
learn techniques to enhance geomantic practice.
This includes Protection Protocols, Banishings, and
Rituals for Working Safely and Clearing Space.
Topics include:
Protection: personal and house protection;
protocols for spirit work; shielding, banishing and
wards
Geopsychic Stress: overview of geopsychic
phenomena; identification and release of
earthbound ghosts and entities; communicating,
dialoguing and healing in spirit work
Portals: identifying and determining the nature
of portals; opening and closing where
appropriate
Curses: ethics and psychology; identifying and
removing curses
Space Clearing: creating ‘sweet’ space using
ritual form
Geomantic Healing Protocol
Site and Practical Work

www.geomancyaustralia.com

Earth Reading

Geomancy Intensive

Jewels Rocka

Residential

September 2019
9.30 am – 5 pm (2 days)
CERES, Brunswick East, Victoria

Richard Creightmore, Jewels Rocka

A sound foundation in the practices of Geomancy,
or Earth Reading. You will gain an understanding of
the relationships between human activity and
environments. Learn to differentiate and diagnose
earth energies, focusing on their effect on
communities and individual destinies. You will be
given the knowledge to heal and create change for a
better earth, enhancing spaces and the fortunes of
communities, family, friends and clients.
Topics include:
The Geomantic Perspective: context, definitions;
stages and states of consciousness; Tao of
geomancy; practices and techniques; geomantic
mantle, boundaries and responsibilities
Psychic Protection: reading, channelling; auric
defences and maintenance; shamanic powerbase
Types of Reading: divination skills; Aristotelian
elements, associations and uses
Spirit of Place: naming and framing
Introduction to Dowsing: earth energies and
their qualities; solutions and enhancements
Site Energetics: built and natural form; qi qualities
and analysis; yin, yang, human endeavour;
reading the macro and micro environment; the ‘Big
Nine’
Introduction to Technopathic Stress: hazards,
solutions; sick building syndrome
Omens: relevance, analysis, interpretation;
reading the bones
Putting it Together: site survey; street walk
and analysis
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October 2019 (5 days)
Regional Victoria, venue TBA
Delving into the shamanic and magical arts of
Geomancy, you will gain the knowledge and skills
to work in relationship with the earth to heal and
create environments for yourself, friends and
clients.
The focus of these five days will be Earth
Energies, Earth Acupuncture, and Ritual and
Magical Work as it relates to Geomantic practice.
You will feel empowered, transformed and alive as
you learn to communicate with the subtle realms
and heal different earth pathologies, walk with
dragons and nature spirits, and gain mastery in
ritual practice and working with the mysterious
underground energies.
Numbers are strictly limited.
The content and dates presented here are an example of
subjects included in the program. We reserve the right to
substitute or re-program the content as necessary.

Enrol now
Visit our website to enrol. Payment options and
plans available. Contact us with any queries.
Sign up to our newsletter to hear about our
other course offerings and special offers.
No previous experience required.
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